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On the SN2 reactions modified in vibrational
strong coupling experiments: reaction
mechanisms and vibrational mode assignments†
Clàudia Climent * and Johannes Feist
Recent experiments have reported modified chemical reactivity under vibrational strong coupling (VSC)
in microfluidic Fabry–Pérot cavities. In particular, the reaction rate of nucleophilic substitution reactions
at silicon centers (SN2@Si) has been altered when a vibrational mode of the reactant was coupled to a
confined light mode in the strong coupling regime. In this situation, hybrid light–matter states known as
polaritons are formed and seem to be responsible for the modified chemical kinetics. These results are
very encouraging for future applications of polaritonic chemistry to catalyze chemical reactions, with the
ability to manipulate chemical phenomena without any external excitation of the system. Still, there is
no theory capable of explaining the mechanism behind these results. In this work we address two points
that are crucial for the interpretation of these experiments. Firstly, by means of electronic structure
calculations we report the reaction mechanism in normal conditions of the two recently modified
SN2@Si reactions, obtaining in both cases a triple-well PES where the rate-determining step is due to
the Si–C and Si–O bond cleavage. Secondly, we characterize in detail the normal modes of vibration of
the reactants. In the VSC experiments, reaction rates were modified only when specific vibrations of the
reactants were coupled to a cavity mode. We find that these vibrations are highly mixed among the
different fragments of the reactants leading to a completely new assignment of the IR peaks coupled to
cavity modes in the original experimental works. Our results are fundamental for the interpretation of
the VSC experiments given that in the absence of a theory explaining these results, the current phenom-
enological understanding relies on the assignment of the character of the vibrational IR peaks.
Introduction
Bimolecular nucleophilic substitution (SN2) reactions at a car-
bon center are amongst the first reaction mechanisms taught in
an organic chemistry course. The dependence of prototypical
SN2 reactions on the nucleophile, substrate, leaving group,
and solvent, as well as their stereochemistry and the role of
electronic and steric effects have been thoroughly investigated
by experimental and theoretical means.1,2 Despite the central
atom playing a key role in determining the shape of the
reaction profile, there are fewer works in the literature dealing
with the mechanism of SN2 reactions involving other central
atoms besides carbon, such as for instance, phosphorous or
silicon.3–6 Interestingly, in a recent experiment, the rate of an
SN2@Si reaction with a fluoride nucleophile was slowed down
by coupling a Si–C(sp) vibration of the reactant with a confined
light mode of a Fabry–Pérot microcavity.7 Moreover, site
selective chemistry has been claimed to be possible for similar
SN2@Si reactions also occurring under vibrational strong
coupling (VSC), where the product branching ratio was mod-
ified in the cavity experiments.8 These two works highlight the
potential of the field of polaritonic chemistry to modify thermal
reactions by taking advantage of the presence of polaritons.9–13
These are the states formed when molecular transitions, such
as those between vibrational states of the reactant in the case of
these experiments, and confined light modes, such as those
from Fabry–Pérot cavities, hybridize in the strong coupling
regime. This vibrational strong coupling results in the splitting
of the IR band of the coupled vibration. Note that in these
experiments, thermal reaction rates have been modified with-
out any external input of energy such as vibrational excitation
with a laser. Therefore, all these experiments are of current
general interest in chemistry, particularly due to recent works
on the quest for chemical catalysis with electric fields.14–19
Closely related to this subject is our recent work where we
tackled the situation of vibrational strong coupling between
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plasmonic nanocavity modes and molecular vibrations.20,21 We
found that in such a scenario, SN1 and SN2 reactions can be
catalyzed through the interaction of permanent and fluctuating
molecular dipole moments with plasmonic modes, and
that this effect can also be used to modify the transition
temperature of spin-crossover transition metal complexes.21
An important result of our investigation was that the formation
of polaritons, however, is not a requisite to observe reaction
rate modifications with plasmonic nanocavity modes.20 There-
fore, our work retrieved the fundamental interactions between
metal surfaces and molecules in heterogeneous catalysis. In
line with our results, another recent theoretical work has found
that cavity effects on reaction rates are not associated to a
resonant interaction with the cavity mode.22 In contrast, in VSC
experiments with Fabry–Pérot cavities, rates of SN2@Si reac-
tions are only found to be modified when polaritons are
formed, in particular, when a cavity mode is in resonance with
a molecular vibration involved in the reaction coordinate.7,8
For the purposes of this work, we would like to highlight
that at the present time, there is no clear physical explanation
as to how vibrational strong coupling can slow down or
accelerate thermal reactions in solution taking place inside
Fabry–Pérot cavities,20,22–24 and that further theoretical work in
this direction is highly desirable to rationalize the experimental
observations. This being said, considering (i) the intricacies of
SN2 reactions that will be discussed in the following lines, and
(ii) that vibrational strong coupling experiments have reported
modified rates of SN2@Si reactions, we believe that prior to
deciphering how the reaction path is modified in the complex
strong-coupling situation, the reaction mechanism under nor-
mal conditions should be fully understood. This is the aim of
the first part of this work, where we propose the mechanism of
the SN2@Si reactions shown in Scheme 1, which were the first
ground-state reactions reported to be modified under vibra-
tional strong coupling.7,8 By means of electronic structure
calculations and taking into account previous experimental
results regarding the kinetics of these reactions in normal
conditions, we provide insight into their reaction mechanism
and, more importantly, the rate-determining step. In the sec-
ond part of this work we focus on the normal modes of
vibration of the reactants with the aim to provide deeper
insight on the nature of the molecular modes hybridized in
strong coupling experiments. In particular we show that certain
modes of both reactants, 1-phenyl-2-trimethylsilylacetylene (RI)
and tert-butyldimethyl{[4-(trimethylsilyl)but-3-yn-1-yl]oxy}silane
(RII) (see Scheme 1), are highly coupled among the different
fragments, and thus one cannot simply think in terms of
isolated stretching modes when performing VSC experiments.
Moreover, we also show that taking this into account changes
the assignment of several IR peaks compared to the original
experimental works. Finally we discuss the possibility that the
modified reaction rates observed in the first VSC experiment
may be due to coupling of the cavity to the solvent, in line with
recent experimental results.25
Regarding the mechanism of SN2 reactions, they typically
evolve through double-well potential energy surfaces (PES) in
the gas phase, where reactant and product complexes (RC and
PC) are connected via a transition state (TS) in the case of first-
row central atoms such as C (Fig. 1a).2 For second row elements
such as P and Si, the central species is usually no longer a
transition state and becomes a stable intermediate transition
complex (TC), leading to a single-well profile (Fig. 1b).3 It has
also been shown that due to steric effects, the presence of bulky
groups close to the central atom may lead to either a triple-well
PES (Fig. 1c), where pre- and post-transition states appear in the
vicinity of the central transition complex, or to a double-well
PES, just like for SN2@C reactions.
3,4 Moreover, the disappear-
ance of reactant and product complexes when solvent effects
are included, has been reported for certain SN2 reactions on C,
Si, and P, leading to a unimodal reaction profile where a
transition state connects reactants to products (Fig. 1d).4 All
these peculiarities suggest that one cannot rely on the mecha-
nism of other SN2 reactions for the SN2@Si reaction studied
herein, especially due to the reaction profile dependence on the
central atom and nearby substituents.2,26,27
Results and discussion
The reactions studied in this work consist of two different steps
(Scheme 1), the first one being the SN2@Si reaction where the
Si–F bond is formed and either a Si–C (reactions I and II) or
Si–O bond (reaction II) is broken, and the second one dealing
with the acetylide or alkoxide anion protonation by methanol.
Scheme 1 Reactions I and II.
Fig. 1 Typical SN2 reaction profiles. R: reactants, RC: reactant complex,
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Note that TBAF is the quaternary ammonium salt providing the
fluoride ions and the pKa values of alkyne and alcohol groups
are compatible with the protonation step. Our calculations
suggest that the global reaction rate is dictated by the SN2@Si
reaction, given that we found a modest Gibbs free energy
barrier (DG‡) of 3 kcal mol1 for the protonation step of
reaction I (Fig. S1 and Table S1, ESI†) and we will therefore
focus on the rate-determining step in the following. In Fig. 2 we
show a schematic diagram of the computed Gibbs free energy
profile for the nucleophilic substitution of reactions I and II.
We obtain a triple-well PES, in line with that previously
reported for the Cl + SiMe3Cl model reaction, where the
appearance of pre- and post-TSs before and after the stable
intermediate TC was attributed to the steric hindrance imposed
by the methyl groups.3 For the studied reactions however we
did not find any stable reactant nor product complexes, and so
the three wells are associated with the separate reactants
(RI, RII) and products (P, PO, PC), and the trigonal bipyramidal
TC. As expected, the reaction profile is asymmetrical in all
cases, but the inclusion of solvent effects in our calculations
does not lead to a unimodal reaction profile as previously found
for several SN2 reactions.
4
Focusing on reaction I (Fig. 2a), according to our calculations,
the Gibbs free energy barrier from reactants to the TC is
15 kcal mol1 while that from the TC to products is 7 kcal mol1
(Table S2, ESI†). Even though the second barrier is lower than the
first one, the rate-determining step is the breaking of the Si–C
bond. This is because the formation of the acetylide anion depends
on the concentration of the intermediate TC, which will be a low-
concentration species during the course of the reaction, given the
relative energy barriers from the reactants to the TC and vice
versa.28 If we label the forward and backward rates of the TS1
elementary step k1 and k1, respectively, and k2 that involving the
formation of products from TS2, then, since k1 + k2 c k1, the
steady-state approximation can be applied, yielding an apparent
pseudo-first order rate constant kapp = k2k1[RI]/k1. This result is
compatible with the experimentally observed first order kinetics.7
The effective Gibbs free energy barrier we obtain governing the rate
of the reaction, DG‡ = GTS2  GR = 17.8 kcal mol1, is consistent
with the experimentally determined barriers of 21.5 kcal mol1 and
20.1 kcal mol1 at room temperature.7,29 Comparison between the
computed and experimental DH‡ and TDS‡ values (Table S4, ESI†)
as well as the rate equations can be found in the ESI.†
Moving to reaction II, in this case there are two competing
pathways yielding either products PC or PO depending on the
silicon center where the nucleophilic attack takes place. The
computed reaction profile for both pathways is analogous to
that of reaction I and therefore similar conclusions can
be drawn regarding the kinetics and apparent rate constant
observed in the experiments. In this respect, the rate-
determining step in both pathways is also the breaking of the
Si–C or Si–O bond in TS2, with DG‡ being 21.1 kcal mol1 for
Fig. 2 SN2@Si profile of (a) reaction I and (b) reaction II shown in Scheme 1. Relative Gibbs free energies in kcal mol
1 are shown in black and barriers of
the rate-determining step in red. Computed at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level in methanol. Stationary points along the reaction profile are show to scale.
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the Si–C cleavage and 24.4 kcal mol1 for the Si–O cleavage.
However, the experimentally reported Gibbs free energy bar-
riers for both pathways are very similar: 20.4 kcal mol1 for the
Si–C pathway vs. 20.7 kcal mol1 for the Si–O one.8 Note that
comparison between the calculated and experimental barriers
should be taken with caution for reaction II since the activation
barriers for each pathway were determined from the individual
rate constants which were in turn estimated by combining
the global apparent first-order rate constant and the
product concentration ratio [PC]/[PO] determined from gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry experiments.8 Neverthe-
less, it is quite surprising that very similar Gibbs free energies
of activation were obtained in the experiments for the Si–C
cleavage in reaction I (21.5 kcal mol1 and 20.1 kcal mol1)7,29
and Si–C (20.4 kcal mol1) and Si–O (20.7 kcal mol1) cleavages
in reaction II,8 while our calculations suggest somewhat larger
barriers for reaction II. Moreover, the experimental activation
enthalpies reported for the Si–C cleavage are 9.3 and
7.2 kcal mol1 for reaction I, very similar to the value reported
for reaction II, 8.1 kcal mol1, while for the Si–O cleavage the
reported value is smaller, 5.5 kcal mol1. This is quite
unexpected since the Si–O bond is less reactive than the Si–C
one, meaning that the Si–O bond is stronger,30 as reflected by
the respective bond lengths in RII where Si–C is 1.850 Å and
Si–O is 1.694 Å. Our calculations, in contrast, follow the
expected trend, where the barriers for Si–O cleavage are larger
than for Si–C scission. Another result that further supports the
reaction profiles obtained in our calculations is the barrier to
the first transition state TS1. We obtain a larger barrier for the
nucleophilic attack of the Si–O cleavage pathway in reaction II
(19.2 kcal mol1) and very similar barriers for reaction I and the
Si–C cleavage pathway of reaction II (14.7 vs. 15.6 kcal mol1),
which is reasonable given that there is a major steric hindrance
posed by the tert-butyl substituent in the Si–O pathway.
The calculated reaction profile we have obtained for the
reaction taking place in normal conditions outside the cavity
lays the ground for future works trying to understand the more
complex situation of how the reaction is modified in VSC
experiments. Up to now, the only attempt to propose a reaction
profile assigned either a more associative or dissociative-like
mechanism to the bare and VSC cases based on the comparison
of the relative magnitudes and signs of the experimentally
determined DH‡ and TDS‡ values.7,8,29
Having discussed the reaction profile for the non-cavity
situation, we will now analyze the normal modes of vibration
of the reactants RI and RII that were coupled to cavity modes in
VSC experiments. On the one hand, we would like to point out
that there are several works claiming that VSC modifies
chemical reactions in a site-selective manner, meaning that
reaction rates are only modified when a specific molecular
vibration involved in the reaction coordinate is coupled to the
cavity mode forming polaritons.7,8,29,31,32 On the other hand,
since there is no theoretical explanation of the mechanism yet,
it is not understood whether this is true.20,22–24 However, the
phenomenological evidence for it relies on the correct identifi-
cation of vibrational modes in the experimental IR spectra.
The first report on a reaction modified under VSC was for
reaction I, which was slowed down by a factor of up to 5.5 when
an intense IR double peak of RI at 860 cm
1 was coupled to a
Fabry–Pérot cavity mode.7 This vibration was assigned to the
reactant Si–C(sp) stretching bond, a bond that is broken during
the course of the SN2 reaction. However, the IR bands of closely
related molecules reported in the literature are inconsistent
with this assignment. In particular, the IR spectrum of methyl-
silane (CH3SiH3) has the Si–C(sp
3) stretching peak at 700 cm1
and the CH3 rocking mode at 868 cm
1,33 while that of
silylacetylene (SiH3CCH), where the silicon atom is directly
bonded to an sp carbon atom, just like in RI, has the Si–C(sp)
stretching at 659 cm1.34 This data and other reference values
reported in the literature suggest that the band at B860 cm1
would therefore correspond to a rocking mode of the methyl
groups in RI,
35–37 a vibration unrelated to the bonds broken or
formed along the SN2 reaction. To clarify this point we calcu-
lated the IR spectrum of RI shown in Fig. 3, which is in very
good agreement with the experimental one where the intense
double peak at B860 cm1 is clearly visible. According to our
calculations, CH3 rocking modes are mostly responsible for the
intense double peak at B860 cm1, in line with the IR spec-
trum of methylsilane.33 Note that the Si–C stretching mode is
not trivial to characterize since there are examples in the
literature where an originally assigned Si–C stretching vibration
corresponds actually to a CH3 rocking mode.
38
While for simplicity, a unique character is often assigned to
each normal mode of vibration of a given molecule, these can
be highly mixed among different chemical groups, demanding
a more detailed analysis.39,40 Accordingly, to quantify the
Fig. 3 (a) Calculated IR spectrum of RI at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level in
methanol (inset highlighted in grey). (b) Relative normalized Cartesian
displacements (DDr in the text) between the silicon and sp carbon atoms
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Si–C(sp) stretching contribution in each mode we analyzed the
relative normalized Cartesian displacements between the sili-
con and sp carbon atoms along the Si–C(sp) bond axis,
DDrij = |(Dri  Drj)r̂ij with i = Si and j = C(sp), as shown in
Fig. 3. In this expression, Dri refers to the Cartesian displace-
ment vector normalized to unit distance of atom i for a given
normal mode of vibration. In addition, r̂ij is the unitary vector
connecting atoms i and j, i.e. the two atoms whose relative
displacement in each normal mode of vibration we wish to
analyse. The mode with the largest relative displacement
between the Si and C(sp) atoms corresponds to the CRC
stretching mode (9) calculated at 2240 cm1, and therefore
has no Si–C(sp) stretching contribution since such large relative
displacement is due to the fact that the Si–CRC fragment is
linear, i.e. if the CRC fragment vibrates, the Si–C relative
distance is modified but not due to a Si–C stretching. However,
combining the DDr value with the visualization of the modes
can provide very useful information (Table S5, ESI†). For
instance, the fact that several modes (1–4, 7 & 8 in Fig. 4) have
non-vanishing DDr values indicates the highly mixed nature of
RI’s vibrations and that one cannot simply think in terms of a
neat isolated Si–C(sp) stretching mode. The double peak at
B860 cm1 that we are particularly interested in is due to
modes 5 & 6, both corresponding to CH3 rocking motions and
therefore with null DDr, and mode 7, which corresponds to CH3
rocking coupled to the Si–C(sp) stretching. Note however that
this mode has the smallest DDr value, while mode 3 located at
639 cm1 has one of the largest DDr values, together with mode
4, and matches very well the Si–C(sp) stretching reported for
silylacetylene at 659 cm1.34 From this analysis we can con-
clude that, despite the strong mixing between vibrations on
different fragments of RI, the double peak at 860 cm
1 is
mainly due to CH3 rocking modes with a minor Si–C(sp)
stretching contribution, and therefore calls into question the
simple picture that VSC experiments only modify chemical
reactions when vibrations that are directly related to bond
breaking processes of the reaction mechanism are strongly
coupled to cavity modes.
The second work demonstrating modification of chemical
reactions under VSC showed site selectivity for reaction II, in
the sense that the ratio between two possible reaction products
was modified.8 The experiments were carried out by coupling a
Fabry–Pérot cavity mode to an IR peak of RII at either (i)
842 cm1, assigned to Si–C stretching; (ii) 1110 cm1, assigned
to Si–O stretching; or (iii) 1250 cm1, assigned to CH3 bending
modes of Si(CH3)3. Interestingly, although RII can undergo two
competing SN2 reactions corresponding to either Si–C or Si–O
cleavage, the relative concentration of products PC or PO under
VSC to either the Si–C or the Si–O stretching modes was the
same. Specifically, the outcome of the experiments was that in
normal conditions, i.e. non-cavity experiments, the [PC]/[PO]
product concentration ratio was 1.5 while under VSC condi-
tions to either of the IR peaks (i)–(iii) this ratio was inverted
to 0.3.
In Fig. 5 we show the calculated IR spectrum of RII, which
satisfactorily reproduces the experimental one.8 The broad
peak in the 840–880 cm1 region includes the IR peak (i) of
the VSC experiments, while the intense peak at 1092 cm1 (11)
closely matches the experimental peak (ii) at 1110 cm1. The
peak centered at 1288 cm1 (12–16) clearly corresponds to the
experimental IR peak (iii) at 1250 cm1 despite the slight blue-
shift of the calculated value. To analyze the nature of the
normal modes of vibration we also calculated the DDr values
for Si–C(sp), Si–O and C–O. The plot shown in Fig. 5b for
Si–C(sp) is analogous to that obtained for RI in Fig. 3b. The
CRC stretching mode, now at 2256 cm1, also appears in this
case, and in the range 500–1000 cm1 there are several modes
(1–3 & 10) that appear to have a Si–C(sp) stretching contribu-
tion, just like for RI. However, only mode 9 at 871 cm
1 matches
the 840–880 cm1 band, with a quite small DDrSi–C(sp) value
(o0.1). From this analysis and the normal mode vectors
(Table S6, ESI†) we can conclude that the band in the
840–880 cm1 region has a negligible contribution from
Si–C(sp) stretching and mainly corresponds to CH3 rocking
modes, just like for RI. However, in this case the methyl rocking
modes are coupled to the Si–O stretching as we will discuss in
the following lines. Further analysis of the vibrations with
significant DDrSi–C(sp), namely modes 1–3 and 10, reveals that
the Si–C(sp) stretching is mode 3 shown in Fig. 6, at 626 cm1,
in line with that calculated for RI at 639 cm
1 and the one
reported in the literature for silylacetylene at 659 cm1.34 Note
that the RII modes at 862, 862 and 871 cm
1, labeled 7, 8, and 9,
are analogous to those in the inset of Fig. 3a for RI at 863, 864,
875 cm1 (modes 5–7), while the new modes 5 and 6 of RII
appear due to the presence of the Si–O bond, and they both
correspond to the Si–O stretching coupled to CH3 rocking from
the SiMe2 fragment.
Regarding the sharp peak centered at B1100 cm1, labelled
as mode 11, our calculations suggest that it corresponds to the
C–O stretching (Fig. 6), contrary to the experimental VSC work
which assigned this peak to the Si–O stretching.8 Our designa-
tion is supported by the DDrSi–O values shown in Fig. 5 and the
vectors of modes 4, 5 (Fig. 6) and 6 that clearly show they
correspond to the Si–O stretching coupled to CH3 rocking of the
Fig. 4 Normal modes of vibration of RI with non-vanishing Si–C stretching
contribution. All unit-normalized vectors have been scaled by a factor of five
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SiMe2 fragment. Note that the DDrSi–O value of mode 11 is not
due to an explicit Si–O contribution, but to the fact that when
the oxygen atom moves along the C–O bond axis in the C–O
stretching mode, it causes a non-vanishing DDrSi–O. Our results
are consistent with reference values reported in the literature
for the Si–O–C fragment, where the presence of a very intense
band in the IR spectrum at B1100 cm1 is well established,
together with varying intensity bands in the 620–840 cm1
region. In the majority of the compounds, the former is
attributed to the unsymmetric stretching of the Si–O–C group,
with the C–O stretching being the main contribution, and the
latter to the symmetric stretching of Si–O.41 We also calculated
the IR spectrum of products PO and PC from the SN2@Si step, as
well as their protonated counterparts which are the final
products of reaction II, POH and PCH. For PC and PCH we found
one mode that is clearly the Si–O stretching vibration and is
located at B760 cm1, in line with mode 4 of RII at 771 cm
1
which has the main Si–O stretching contribution. The calcu-
lated frequencies for the C–O stretching of the four products lie
in the range 1040–1130 cm1 (Table S7, ESI†). This is a further
indication that the IR peak of RII at B1100 cm
1 is due to the
C–O stretching, and given that POH does not have a Si–O bond,
this could be readily verified experimentally.
Further VSC experiments were carried out for reaction II with
the aim to couple to the C–O stretching mode of RII.
8 Given that
methanol and THF were used as solvents, the peak assigned to the
C–O stretching mode of RII at 1045 cm
1 belonged to a broad IR
band covering the 1020–1080 cm1 region. As we have already
discussed, according to our calculations, the C–O stretching mode
of RII corresponds to the intense peak at 1100 cm
1 which was
originally thought to be the Si–O stretching mode, and therefore,
the VSC experiments performed at 1045 cm1 were probably under
VSC only with solvent molecules and not with RII. We have
calculated the IR spectrum of the solvents employed in the experi-
ments. The C–O stretching mode of methanol is found to be at
1028 cm1 while in THF, this mode is split in two, the antisym-
metric stretching peak of lower intensity at 922 cm1 and a more
intense symmetric stretching peak at 1080 cm1. These values are
in very good agreement with the experimental IR spectrum of the
solvent given that the splitting of the peak in THF is clearly visible,
with a broad less intense band just above 900 cm1.8
Fig. 5 (a) Calculated IR spectrum of RII at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level in methanol (inset highlighted in grey). (b–d) Relative normalized Cartesian
displacements between the Si–C(sp), Si–O, and C–O pairs of atoms of RII along their respective bond axis.
Fig. 6 Normal modes of vibration of RII corresponding to the Si–C, Si–O
and C–O stretching. All unit-normalized vectors have been scaled by a
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To summarize our results, band (i) in the 840–880 cm1
region, which was originally assigned to the Si–C stretching,8
corresponds in fact to the Si–O stretching coupled to CH3
rocking, with a small Si–C stretching contribution from mode
9. The main Si–C stretching is found to be mode 3 at 626 cm1.
Furthermore, the intense sharp peak (ii) at B1100 cm1 which
was originally assigned to the Si–O stretching8 corresponds to
the C–O stretching, a mode that is unrelated to any bond-
breaking process of reaction II. Despite the discrepancies
between our calculations and the experimentally assigned
nature of bands (i) and peak (ii), our calculations are in
agreement with the original assignment of peak (iii) at
B1300 cm1 to bending modes of Si(CH3)3.
8 In particular, this
band arises from five modes corresponding to CH3 umbrella
bending, three of which belong to those of the Si(CH3)3 frag-
ment bonded to the sp carbon atom, and the other two
correspond to the those of the Si(CH3)2 fragment bonded to
the oxygen atom.
Our analysis shows that certain vibrations, e.g. Si–C and
Si–O stretchings, are strongly mixed between different frag-
ments in RI and RII, reflecting the well-known complexity of
molecular vibrations when one moves away from simplified
academic highly symmetrical molecules.39,40 Therefore, one
must be cautious in VSC experiments when selecting an IR
peak to couple to a cavity mode. We further mention that in
typical experiments, it is highly probable that more than one
molecular vibration is resonant with a cavity mode, given that
Fabry–Pérot cavities possess several approximately equally
spaced modes and that organic molecules display numerous
intense IR peaks. This was the case for instance in the VSC
experiments of reaction I, where higher-order cavity modes
were also in resonance with other vibrations of RI as well as
the solvent, leading to the possibility that the experiments were
carried out under VSC to several molecular vibrations. The
original paper already pointed out that there was a higher
order cavity mode (the fifth) coupled to the CRC stretching
mode at 2160 cm1.7 Additionally, an IR double peak of RI at
B1290 cm1 was also in resonance with the third cavity
mode, and furthermore, a stretching band of methanol at
B3000 cm1 was exactly on resonance with the seventh cavity
mode.7 Bearing in mind that in a recent work, the solvent, ethyl
acetate, has been attributed to be responsible for the catalysis
of an ester hydrolysis when its CQO stretching bond was under
vibrational strong coupling,25 this suggests the possibility that
the effects observed in the original VSC paper7 are due to
coupling with the employed solvent, methanol, in particular,
considering that: (i) the basic ester hydrolysis in this recent
work proceeds in a similar manner to the reaction studied
herein, initiated by a fluoride nucleophilic attack,25 and (ii) the
solvent is a mere spectator in the ester hydrolysis but in
reaction I, methanol is responsible for protonating the acet-
ylide anion after the nucleophilic attack, thus playing a more
active role in the reaction mechanism. Despite this recent work
where the reaction was catalyzed by VSC to the solvent,
experiments of reaction II under VSC to solvent C–O stretching
modes however did not show any modification of the reaction
rate nor [PC]/[PO] product ratio.
8 To answer this apparent
contradiction and assess the role of the solvent in reactions
under VSC, further experiments are highly desired for the field
to advance.
Conclusions
To conclude, we have calculated the mechanism of the SN2@Si
reactions I and II modified in VSC experiments and found that
in the normal situation, i.e. non-cavity, the breaking of the Si–C
and Si–O bonds are the rate determining steps, with an effective
Gibbs free energy barrier of 17.8 kcal mol1 (reaction I), and
21.1 and 24.4 kcal mol1 for the Si–C and Si–O cleavage path-
ways (reaction II), respectively. These values are consistent with
the experimentally reported Gibbs free energy barriers.7,8,29 We
have also analyzed the normal modes of vibration of RI and
found that the Si–C(sp) bond stretching, originally assigned to
the 860 cm1 intense double peak of the IR spectrum,7 highly
couples to other vibrations of the phenyl and CH3 modes. Our
results as well as frequencies of closely related molecules
suggest that the mode with the largest Si–C(sp) stretching
contribution is located in the B650 cm1 region. Analogous
results are obtained for the Si–C(sp) stretching of RII. In
particular, the Si–C(sp) stretching is ‘‘purer’’ in this molecule
and can be clearly assigned mainly to one mode located at
626 cm1. Moreover, we find that the strong intense IR peak of
RII at B1100 cm
1 corresponds to the C–O stretching vibration
and not to the Si–O one as assigned in the original experi-
mental work.8 In turn, we find that the B840–880 cm1 band
assigned to the Si–C(sp) stretching in fact corresponds to Si–O
stretching coupled to methyl rocking modes. Finally, our
results also indicate that those experiments that aimed to be
under VSC to the C–O stretching mode of RII and the solvents
were presumably under VSC only with solvent molecules given
that the C–O stretching vibration of RII was not properly
assigned.
The main conclusion of our work is that, in order to be able
to manipulate, and especially, catalyze, chemical reactions with
VSC in a controlled manner, the requisite of resonance effects
on the modification of reaction rates must be addressed in
detail, in particular, given that several vibrations of the reactant
as well as the solvent were coupled to cavity modes in the
original VSC experiments.7,8 Moreover, the role of the solvent
needs to be specifically assessed considering the following
inconclusive outcomes: (i) the rate of reaction I was modified
when the experiments were carried out under VSC to the
reactant, but simultaneously, a higher-order cavity mode was
also in resonance with a stretching band of the solvent (metha-
nol), something which has never been pointed out,7 (ii) the rate
of reaction II was not modified when carried out under VSC
with the solvent,8 (iii) there is a recent work where a similar
organic reaction is catalyzed under VSC to the solvent.25 Our
results demonstrate that there are several open questions about
the possible mechanism of cavity-modified ground-state
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additional experiments are necessary to begin answering these
questions, especially in the absence of a theoretical explanation
of the mechanism.
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